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1 The k-common substring problem

Given m strings, the k-common substring problem is to compute a table CS
of size m, where CS[k] stores a longest substring common to at least k of
the strings. This problem has been solved by Hui [6]: he used a constant-
time solution to the Lowest Common Ancestor (LCA) problem in combination
with suffix trees. Crochemore et al. [3] showed that the problem can also be
solved with a union-find data structure. Your task is to explain the two different
solutions and to implement the algorithm of Crochemore et al. (using an existing
implementation of a union-find data structure).

2 Position heaps

Ehrenfeucht et al. [4] address the pattern matching problem, i.e., the problem
of finding the locations of all instances of a string P in a text T , where pre-
processing of T is allowed in order to facilitate the queries. Their solution uses
a data structure called position heaps. Chairungsee and Crochemore [2] use
an augmented position heap to compute the Longest Previous non-overlapping
Factor (LPnF) table. The LPnF table has applications in string algorithms and
data compression. Your task is to explain position heaps and to implement the
algorithm of Chairungsee and Crochemore (using an existing implementation of
position heaps, see e.g. http://www.cs.colostate.edu/PositionHeaps/).

3 Pattern matching with child tables

Pattern matching can also be done with child tables [1]. A child table is a
fundamental way to achieve fast look-up in an index data structure (the suffix
array of text T ). Frith and Shrestha [5] provide a new description of child
tables and demonstrate their generality. They also show that child tables can
be used without LCP (longest common prefix) tables, reducing the memory
requirement. Your task is to explain and implement child tables, and to compare
their practical performance with binary search for pattern P on the suffix array
of T .
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